Genome-wide expression profiling and genotyping is widely applied in functional genomics research, ranging from stem cell studies to cancer, in drug response studies, and in clinical diagnostics. The Affymetrix GeneChip microarrays represent the most popular platform for such assays. Nevertheless, due to rapid and continuous improvement of the knowledge about the genome, the definition of many of the genes and transcripts change, and new genes are discovered. Thus the original probe information is out-dated for a number of Affymetrix platforms, and needs to be re-defined. It has been demonstrated, that accurate probe set definition improves both coverage of the gene expression analysis and its statistical power.
INTRODUCTION
For over a decade microarrays have been successfully applied in numerous studies [1, 2] . Whole-genome expression profiling and genotyping brought indisputable benefit in identification of key regulatory elements and mechanisms underlying disease development, drug response and other biological processes.
Generally, a microarray is a collection of short single-stranded DNA sequences (often referred to as "probes"), immobilized on a solid support. Affymetrix chips use 25 nucleotide probes aggregated in probe sets to measure expression of certain transcripts. Many of the these chips were designed when annotations for the respective genomes were incomplete, and their original probe information needs to be updated according to the more recent genomes.
Probes that are used to measure expression of a transcript are often referred to as "perfect match" probes, and are claimed to hybridize to a single target. As genomic information is corrected, some probes were found to not hybridize to the respective target or to hybridize to multiple regions [3] . Additionally, in the original Affymetrix annotations frequently same gene's expression is measured by several probe sets, with intensity values differing significantly, which complicates the summarization of the results on the gene level.
Finally, public repositories of gene expression data, such as ArrayExpress or GEO, currently store microarray expression data from almost 100000 assays. In order to conduct comparative analysis of gene expression measurements from different experimental conditions and microarray platforms, one needs to use same gene definitions for all the platforms. Generally, for a set of arrays, the available annotations are not necessarily based on same genomic reference. This is even more crucial when comparing microarray expression analysis results to those of the RNA-seq.
It was shown that updated probe set groupings improve both accuracy and precision of the expression profiling studies [3, 4] . Lu and Zhang report that for several studies the numbers of genes identified as differentially expressed show 30-50% discrepancy, when analyzed with updated probe set annotations, which is consistent with the results from Dai et al. [5] .
METHODS

Gene-level annotation
Original Affymetrix microarray annotation consists of two types of probe sets: control probe sets, that are originally present on the chip to control for RNA degradation, hybridization quality and possible contaminations (i.e.
probes that target bacterial genome), and probe sets, that serve to measure expression of the RNA under study.
Control probe sets are fully kept in the new annotation. Gene-level probe sets are generated in the following manner. All 25-mer probes present on an Affymetrix microarray are aligned to the most recent reference genome of the respective organism using the STAR aligner. Only probes that map to transcripts from a single gene are kept for further probe sets composition. Additionally it is checked that probes do not map to any other genomic region. Probe sets that satisfy the following criteria are kept for the final annotation:
• The probe set contains not less than 4 probes
• All probes in the probe set align to a single gene Control probe sets and newly generated gene-level probe sets are pulled together and an annotation package build for the corresponding Affymetrix array.
The annotation package is compatible with the Bioconductor package oligo [6] for further processing of the arrays.
User-provided reference genome
The method is designed to be able to build the microarray annotation based on the reference genome, provided by the user, which is beneficial for instance, for studies in which haplotypic information is relevant.
RESULTS
We compared probe usage and gene coverage in original Affymetrix annotations and the annotation generated with our pipeline. Table 1 shows the genes coverage for two mouse Affymetrix arrays, MoGene-1 and MoGene-2, and one older human Affymetrix array, HGU-133A.
We identified as well that the HGU-133A chip contains probe sets that measure expression of more than one gene simultaneously. Closer investigation showed, that a fraction of these genes were haplotype-specific.
As microarrays are commonly used for identification of the differentially expressed genes, we analysed several datasets from MoGene-1 and MoGene-2 platforms, and found an increase in accuracy and identification of the differentially expressed genes, which is consistent with previously reported results [3, 5] .
Further, we applied several Enrichment Analysis methods, such as "reporter features" from Patil et al. [7] , Wilcoxon rank-sum test [8] , and globaltest from Goeman et al. [9] , and noticed a clear benefit from the increased gene coverage. Additionally, as most of the Gene Set Enrichment methods have a lower threshold on the number of genes in the set based on the underlying statistics [8] , a number of sets had to be filtered out when microarray data processed with the original annotation. The improved annotation, on the other hand, allowed to keep a fraction of these genes for the analysis, as in this case they satisfied the gene coverage requirements.
DISCUSSION
Re-mapping probes to the most recent genomic reference reveals discrepancy with the original probe set annotations provided by Affymetrix. This brought up the need to build new up-to-date array annotations.
We aim the release the method as an R-package that builds a new annotation based on re-mapped probe information, and creates an annotation package, similar to those provided by Bioconductor and compatible with the oligo package, commonly used for the processing of the Affymetrix arrays.
